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by Giff Juhason
he “Year ot the Ammal” is how

5 mans Marshallese describe the
nuclear depacs that has brought

them severely retarded and physically
deformed children. Women on dozens
ofthe tiny istands are plarucd with mis-
varnaces and babies with birth defects,
bul the t nued States government has
fot taken ans action to study the pos-
sibility of a connection between these

problems and radiation exposure.
From 1946 to 19458. sixty-six

announced nuclear tests devastated the
peaceful atolls of Bikini and Enewetahk.
whose residents had been moved to
other iiands in the Marshalls. Fort-
three tests were conducted at] newetak
and twenty-three at Bikint.

In 1946. priot ta Operation Cross-
toads the first series of “smali” atomic
homb tests at Bikini—-the people from
Reongelup Atoll 125 miles east, were
evacuated fram their islunds as a pre-
vaution, On March 1, 1954, the U.S.
detonated Bravo. the largest hydrogen
boinb tested an Bikini. At fifteen mega-

tons. it was P.)Sthtimes bigger than the
Haroshima atomic bamb which killed
100.000 peaple. Why the Rongelap peo-
ple were not evacuated, or even givenan
offical warning that the test was to take
plice, remains a mystery

Within hours of the March 1 test,
baunouchve fallout reached Rongelap
and nearby Uturik Atoll, By mid-after-
noon the fullout was two inches deep on

the ground Not warned of any precau-
tloms to take, the Marshallese were out-
side as the powonous ash fell on their

wns, feet. and heads Pcople on
Ronpelun began tovomut. and their skin
Weed terribiv, within days burns
appeared on their skin and many lost
some or all of their hair.

Brookhaven National Laboratory

repoms show that during the first four
vears after Bravo, the exposed Ronge-
lap women had a miscarriage rate twice
that Of unexposed women. Nincteen of
The twenty-two children under the age of

twche at the time of exposure have had
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surgery for remuval cf thyroid nouuies,
some cancerous. In 1972, a youth barely
a vear old when exposed in 1954 died of
leukemia. And the health of the people,
instead of improving with time, has
grown worse. A 1977 government study
says: “Recenth about 50 percent of the
exposed Rongelappeople showed hypo-
thyroidism ... a finding that probably
portends trouble ahead “

Just three vears after the Bravo test,
the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
said that despite “slight lingering radia-
tion” Rongeiap was sate and its people
could return. A 1957 Brookhaven medi-
cal report for the AFC said: “Even
though the radioactive contam.nation
of Rongelap Island ts considered per-
fectty safe for human habitation, the
levels of activity are higher than those
found in other inhabited locations inthe
world. The habitation of these peuple on

 

Giff Johnson has traveled extensive.s inthe
South Pacthe and Micronesia. and spent
three months inthe Marshall Islands in 1979

ona research (rip, interviewing people from

many of the wlainds. A free-lance pournalist,

he has written tar the Bullen of the Atomic
Scientists, the Prowresave. and Chessy
Magazine, among others. Since 1°

edited the Mflicronesian Sur
mittee’s quatterls Bulletin
Honolulu.

the tslind will afford most valuable eco-
logical radiation data on human
beings.”

Mansy Rongclapese who had not been
on the atoll during the fallout in 1954
returmed in 1957. Living on radioactive
islands and consuming local foads. the
unexposed people eventually became
exposed. Moreover, a little-known 1978
Departmen of Energy, (DOE) study
shows islands in Rongelap have higher
radiation levels than some islands in
Bikini which have been declared
unlivable for twenty years. Yet thes
have been living on Rongelap since the
AECsaid it was safe in 1957. In early

1979, however. DOE screntists told the
people not to use the highly radioactive

northern islands in their atoll.
Meanwhile, for twenty years the

Uturik people have heard the AEC
doctors tell them that their radiation
exposure was too low to cause harmiul
effects. The Utirik people received less
than one-tenth the dose of the Ron-
gelupese Nevertheless, in 1976, twenty-

two years after their exposure, the
UCurik peopie’s cancer and thyroid
disease rate rose sharply to equal that of
the heavily exposed Rongelap people

The government now confirms that
thyroid cancer is more prevalent in peo-
ple with lower exposures than those who
were highly exposed. The Uurik people
angrily responded to this development
in a 1976 letter to the AEC, saving the
AEC doctors “look at the people of
Utirik as ifthey were merely animals ina
scientilic experiment. The people tee!
that the [medical] program sin need of
vast changes.”

For vears the U.S. claimed that only
the atolls of Uurik. Roneclap. Bikini.
and Enewetah were affected by the
nuclear testing. An obscure Department
of Energy report in 197% said. however.
that in addition to these four atolls,
“eleven other atolls or single islands
received intermediate range fallout from
one or more of the megaton tests.”
One of these atolls ts Ailuk. 250 miles

sast of Bikini, where in a population of
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about 300. more than 10 percent com-
Piain of iime-size growths or tumors on
wil pans of their bodies. Ot nearby
bikiep. an article in the June 6, 1980.
Varonesian independent said “Out of
dun people who live on Likiep, there are
dosumented reports that hist nine
women who have given birth to babies
with sexere mental retardation, one
womun who had three ‘strange stillborn
babies. “one completely unrecognizable
as human.’ Also reported among
women on Likiep were ten other babies
that were not normal, a quite high per-

ventare of the population.”
Aside from the birth defects. which

seem at almost epidemic proportions,
thyroid tumors are plaguing dozens of
people trom these and other islands.
indicating that these problems are not
Incddled events, people from even atoll
inthe Marshalls assert that arrowroot, a
mainstas inthe Marshallese dict before
the testing, has simply stopped pro-
ducing

little attention has been paid to the
twenty-five Christmas Island tests, and
the twelve nuclear blasts at Johnston
Island. many of which were hydrogen

homb caperiments. Wind patterns
during these large tests blew penerally
from cast to west. which would have car-
tied bailout over the Marshalls. dr took

approximately ten years after exposure
in 1954 for the thyroid disease and
cancers to begin showing up on
Rongelap and Utirtk. Many people on
other atolls say their health began to
deteriorate during the 1970s, pointing to
a possible relationship with exposure
from the Chnstmas and Johnston
Islands bomb tests. Unlike at Rongelup
and Utirik. however, there is no medical
program to monitor and treat these

populations.
Following a three-year, $100 million-

plus nuclear cleanup of Enewetak, the
U.S. government sass it is safe for the
people to return to certain islands. The
government is trying to prove at Ene-
wetak what itcouldn't at Bikini that itis

possible for people to return safely to the
site of forty-three nuclear weapons
tests. But a great dealof controversyhas
developed over whether or not anyof
the islands are safe. Nevertheless. onthe
basis of a scientific study (which has
been questioned) and the overwhelming
desire to go home, the Enewetak peo-
ple recently voted to return to their
islands.

During the massive cleanup opera-
tion, thousands of cubic yards of plu-
tonmium-contaminated soil were scraped
off the islands and. with other radio-
active debris. encased in a mussive

cement dome in an atomic bombcrater
on Runt Island. The cleanup focused
on removing the large quantities of plu-
tonium, 4 Cuncer-causing agent danger-

ous for 240,000 years, on all parts of the

atoll.
Press visitors to Enewetak in early

1980 reported inconsistencies in govern-
ment safety standards. “Standing on
any part of Runit Island.” said one
reporter, “you must wear rubber boots
and a face mask to prevent breathing
plutonium particles. But standing on the
concrete dome [a merefifteen leet away]
you are not requtred to wear anyprolec-
tive gear at all.” Moreover, according to
sources in Washington, D.C., the
National Academy of Sciences 1s pre-
paring a study on the potential hazards
of leaks that have developed inthe dome
on Runit. A Department of Energysci-
entific team has been dispatched to
reevajuate the hazards, say the sources.
Amid the atmosphere of uncertainty,

the 450 Enewetak people are returning
home, alter living in exile for thirty
years on tiny Lyelang Atoll. Runit wall
be off limits to the Enewetakese, but
islands within three miles of it have been
designaied by the governmentassafe for
“picnics and food gathering.” A
Marshallese asked, “What will happen if
birds, crabs. turtles, and other animals
land on off-limits islands and are eaten
by peopie?”
US. scientists say that the Enewetak

cleanup benefited from the many muis-
takes made at the expense of the
Bikinians during the ill-conceived
attempt to resettle Bikini during the
1970s. In £969 the Atomic Energy Com-
mission had said: “The exposure to radi-
ation of the Bikimpeople does not otfer
a significant threat to their health and
Safety.”
As early as 1975, however. the “pres-

enceot low levels of plutonium”wasdis-
covered in the urine of the more than
100 people who had moved hack, but
this was not considered “radiologically
significant” by the government. (A 1976
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory repon
described Bikini as “possibly the best
available source of data for evaluating
the transfer of plutonium across the gut
wall after being incorporated into bio-
logical systems.") An elevenfold
increase in radioactive cesium was
recorded in 1977, but still there were no
plans to remove the people from a
havardous environment. However, in
1978, the US. was in the embarrassing
situation of having to relocate the peo-
ple once again, as they had ingested the
largest measurable dose of plutonium of

any population.
Of Enewetak, the U.S. government
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states that the southern islands are
“relanvely uncontaminated” and safe to
reinhabit. Community facihties and
houses have been built on these islands
and thousands of coconut trees planted.
No houses have been built on the
northern isiands because the Depan-
ment of Energy savs thes are too radio-
active for sale habitation for approxi-
mately thirty. vears.

In September 1979 the radiological
Information about Enewetak was
presented bs DOE scientists to the peo-
ple Twoscrentists hired by Micronesian
Leval Services; a U.S. govern-
ment funded proup representing the

Enewetak people, then testitied that
their studs indicated that @// the islands
were sale for habitation. including

northern Engebe. In fact, the health risks
were so small that “cancer mortality in
the Iifetume of the population is esti-
mated to be less than a single case,” said
Dactors Muichuel Bender and A.
Bertrand Brill.

But the objectivity of the study con-
ducted by Bender and Brill. of the
eovernment-tunded Brookhaven
Nactonal Laboratory, has been ques-
tioned Dr. Rosalie Bertell. a consultant
ta the Division of Standard Sctting for
the US Nuclear Regulutory Commis-
ston, said of the study: “They ‘reduced’
the radiition dose of the inhabitants of
Fneebe by averaging tn the population
less exposed. This is like telling one
member of a family his or her risk of
lung cancer is lowered if the other
nonsmoking members are included and
an ‘average’ risk given. Ht ts u scienti-
fically ridiculous approach to public
health.”

Glenn Alcalay, a former Peace Corps
volunteer on Uttrik Atoll, said the prob-

lem ts the “inherent conflict of interest in
having Brookhaven researchers assess
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US. government data,” adding that
“nongovernment radiation experts”
should be included in all such survevs.

Since deporting a team of indepen-
dent Japanese scientists invited by Mar-
shall Islands leaders to investigate the
radiation problems in 1971, the U.S.
government has steadfastly refused to
aliow independent monitoring of the
Marshallese people or their environ-
ment. To the Marshallese, it 1s ironic
that the United Nations trusieeship

agreement Calls on the U.S. to “protect
the health of the inhabitants,” and yet
the U.S. refuses their requests for doc-
tors independent of the governmentto
conduct medical examinations and treat
the people's radiation sicknesses. .

Unul independent medical people
become involved in providing medal
care in the Marshalls, the mis- and mal-
treatment of Marshallese by U.S.
government scientists is unlikely to
change. O

 

Downwind Danger
by Giff Johnson

A Unned States congressional com-
mittee has concluded that the federal
government deliberately corcealed
the dangers of radiation from people
living near nuclear test sites in the
1950s and !960s.
In its August 1980 report, the con-

gressional commerce commitice Said,
“Years after exposure to radivactive
fallout, residents living downwind
from the test site were found to
exhibit unusually high incidences of
cancer-related illnesses.”
The committee criticized the gov-

ernment, which “espoused the safe-
ness of the atmosphenic nucleurtest-
ing program" while at the same time
“also refrained from advertising the
health hazards associated with expo-
sure to radioactive fallout... .Be-
cause the agency charged with
developing uticar weapons we-
More concerned with tna goa! than
with its other mission of protecting
the public from injury, the govern-
ment totally failed to provide ade-
quate protection for the residents of
the area.” 

The report also pointed out that
more than one out of every four tests
conducted since 1951 “released
radioactivity measured off the test
site... .The government’s program
for monitoring the health effects of
the tests was inadequate and, more
disturbing, ali evidence suggesting
that radiation was having harmful

effects... was not only disregarded,
but actually suppressed,” the report
concluded.
As early as 1959, the Atomic

Energy Commission found an abnor-
mally high level of leukemia and
thyroid disease among residents
living downwind of the Nevada test
site. But these reports were quickly
hushed up and the government
rigidly maintained that the testing
was harmless. The AEC opposed
further research into these health
problems because of “potential prob-
lems to the commission: adverse pub-
lic reaction, lawsuits and jeopardizing
the programs at the Nevada Test
Site.”
The congressional committee

advocates compensating the victims
of the nucleartesting fairly and with-
out delay.   
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